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The Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) and the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) are developing a Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy (NOMTS, or the Strategy).

NOMTS will help implement the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario, 2011 – a plan that recognizes the interconnected contribution of people, communities, infrastructure, and the environment to a successful and sustainable economy in Northern Ontario. The Growth Plan and NOMTS have a planning horizon to 2041.

This discussion paper summarizes the findings of comprehensive technical analysis across transportation modes and related topics in Northern Ontario.

It also reflects the iterative and pan-Northern input and advice received to date from industry, federal and municipal partners, residents of Northern Ontario, First Nations peoples and communities, Métis peoples and communities, urban Indigenous peoples, and various social service providers and organizations.

MTO and MNDM are seeking input and feedback on the findings, issues, opportunities and emerging strategic directions described in this paper.

Through this discussion paper, you are invited to learn about the Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy, and provide your input. We invite you to answer the discussion questions included in this paper and send us your input.

Additionally, a series of Public Information Centres (PICs) are taking place this fall in Northern Ontario, where you can meet project staff, ask questions, and provide input in person.

MTO and MNNDM have worked closely with Indigenous communities on the work conducted to date on NOMTS. A series of regional outreach sessions are organized for this fall, specifically to discuss NOMTS, share information and seek input from Indigenous communities at this important stage of NOMTS.

Please see the How to Participate section (page 5), or www.nomts.ca, for more information on outreach dates and locations.
WHAT IS NOMTS?

The Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy will be Ontario’s first pan-Northern, integrated multimodal strategy that considers road, rail, air and marine transport modes, and other important aspects of transportation.

Building on today’s transportation system, the Strategy will recommend improvements for the movement of people and goods to a 2041 planning horizon. The Strategy will include:

- A vision and objectives for the future of the transportation system in Northern Ontario
- Strategic directions
- Accompanying actions

The Strategy, once drafted, may identify new or improved transportation policies, programs and partnerships, as well as recommended infrastructure projects, to enhance Northern Ontario mobility and support Growth Plan for Northern Ontario objectives. It will also recommend ways to improve data collection for increased and ongoing understanding and monitoring of the Northern Ontario transportation system.

NOMTS is intended to:

- Reflect the interests of Indigenous peoples and all Northern Ontario residents, businesses, and visitors
- Align with and support existing plans and strategies of government
- Guide future funding decisions related to infrastructure improvements
- Inform policy and partnerships
- Build knowledge
Figure 1: Northern Ontario Transportation Infrastructure
STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

After the release of the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario, and leading up to 2015, MTO undertook several detailed background studies of the Northern Ontario transportation system. These included researching the transportation requirements for Northern Ontario economic sectors, as well as conducting commercial and passenger vehicle surveys.

From 2015 onwards, MTO and MNDM have been conducting and leading work to inform the final Strategy. The Draft Regional Assessment Report, *The Northern Ontario Context: Implications and Considerations for Strategy Development* was posted for public review and comment in June 2016. All studies and papers can be found at [www.nomts.ca](http://www.nomts.ca).

As of fall 2016, the transportation system analysis phase of work is nearing completion. The transportation system analysis phase is being informed jointly by subject-specific expert input as well as analysis of data and technical information by the study team.

Hundreds of organizations and people, including industry and businesses, public-sector agencies, other governments, and Indigenous peoples, communities and organizations, provided input into the transportation system analysis phase of the project. They participated in surveys, interviews, working groups and technical forums.

The integration of different topics and writing of the Strategy will take place through late 2016 and into 2017. A draft Strategy will be developed for consultation, prior to finalizing the Strategy by the end of 2017.

---

**Figure 2: NOMTS Strategy Development Milestones**

**Pre-2015**
- Vehicle and border surveys
- Economic sector analysis
- Initial engagement on goals and issues

**2015**
- Regional Assessment (geographic, policy, socio-economic and climate change context and outlooks)
- Sector and mode working groups

**2016**
- Transportation System Analysis (mode and issue-specific technical reports and meetings)
- Input on emerging strategic directions

**2017**
- Draft Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy (NOMTS) expected early 2017 for input
- Final NOMTS by end of 2017

Consultation and Engagement Throughout
CURRENT STATUS

This discussion paper brings together in one report:

- A draft vision for the Northern Ontario transportation system to 2041;
- A draft set of planning objectives to help guide the Strategy development;
- Key technical findings to date by mode and transportation topic; and
- Emerging draft strategic directions for consideration.

The technical findings are organized in this paper under the following thematic chapters:

- Chapter 3: Supporting Northerners in Daily Living
- Chapter 4: Supporting Industry
- Chapter 5: Remote Communities
- Chapter 6: Climate Change and Ecosystem Health

Nine technical papers have also been written on a variety of transportation modes and topics. These papers are posted in draft on the www.nomts.ca website. It is not necessary to read the technical papers to be able to understand and comment on this discussion paper.

The purpose of this discussion paper and the associated engagement activities planned for fall 2016 is to obtain input on whether the priority issues have been appropriately identified in this discussion paper, and to obtain feedback from the public, Indigenous peoples and communities, and partners, on the directions that should appear in the final Strategy. All feedback and comments on the discussion paper will be considered to inform the Strategy.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

This discussion paper is designed to help as many people and organizations as possible participate in helping to shape a 25-year transportation strategy that reflects their vision for Northern Ontario. It is available for download at www.nomts.ca.

As you read, you can comment on the overall findings, priorities and emerging strategic directions that could form the Strategy. You can also focus on a topic area and provide detailed feedback.

In terms of in-person outreach, you are invited to attend Public Information Centres (PICs). Please visit the project website for further details on the PICs at www.nomts.ca. Outreach sessions are also being organized with Indigenous communities. Please contact MTO at 1-866-201-3207 for more information about Indigenous outreach activities.
Check the website or sign up for information emails to find out when and where information sessions will take place. You may also send us your input and feedback by emailing us at contact@nomts.ca, or through one of the means listed below:

**Phone:** 1(844)-505-5006

**Mailing address:**

Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Study  
c/o Ministry of Northern Development and Mines  
Suite 200, 70 Foster Drive  
Sault Ste. Marie, ON P6A 6V8
CHAPTER 2: VISION AND OBJECTIVES

The multimodal transportation vision for Northern Ontario supports the vision and policies of the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario, and sets out the aspiration to both meet the needs of today and be prepared and resilient to support the needs of the future, whatever it may hold.

To assist in achieving the stated vision, planning objectives are being used to organize and focus the NOMTS work. These objectives are the result of extensive external outreach. They have been used by the project team as criteria for issues and emerging directions.

Draft Vision Statement

Northern Ontario’s transportation system is responsive to economic, social and environmental needs and change, and is transformative in supporting new economic activity, healthy communities, and a cleaner environment.

Draft NOMTS Planning Objectives

- Enhancing Mobility and Connections for Northern Communities
- Enhancing Peoples’ Daily Transportation Experience
- Improving Access for Remote Communities
- Enhancing Connectivity and Access for Northern Industries
- Enhancing Linkages to Southern Ontario and Border Crossings
- Supporting Northern Ontario Tourism through Transportation Improvements
- Identifying and Integrating New Infrastructure to Support Economic Development
- Improving the Safety of the Multimodal Transportation Network

Please provide your input:

Do you have any comments or suggestions regarding the vision statement and planning objectives?

Would you change them, and if so, in what way?
CHAPTER 3: SUPPORTING NORTHERNERS IN DAILY LIVING

The population of Northern Ontario totals over 780,000 people, and includes over one-third of the Indigenous population in Ontario. Just over half (57%) of the population lives in the major urban municipalities of Greater Sudbury (20%), Thunder Bay (14%), Sault Ste. Marie (10%), North Bay (7%) and Timmins (6%).¹ Outside of these centres, people live in and around the region’s 144 municipalities, in unincorporated areas, or near and within First Nation communities.

Over 100 First Nations and Métis communities are located throughout Northern Ontario. First Nations communities have varying degrees of connection to the region’s broader multimodal transportation system; some with direct connections to provincial highways and others that are accessible only by winter roads or air. The majority of Métis peoples live in urban centres that are connected to the provincial highway network.

An issue heard clearly through outreach is that transportation for daily life can be a challenge in Northern Ontario. Whether you are a resident trying to get to a service, or a provider trying to serve clients, getting to where you need to go (e.g., work, medical appointments, classes, job interviews, visiting family members) as well as emergency trips (e.g., medical transport, firefighting) may not be simple in Northern Ontario.

For residents of Northern Ontario, the top areas for action identified during NOMTS engagement were transportation improvements required to support their quality of life:

- Improve and increase options for travel services between communities (bus, rail and air options), and provide connections where possible for communities that currently do not have service.
- To improve the car and bus travel experience, take steps to enhance the safety and reliability of the highway network, increase its resiliency to climate change, and in the event of closures or service disruptions.
- Enhance everyday transportation for people needing to get to work or school, to services such as medical or legal appointments, or making other basic trips, including within urban areas where there is little infrastructure supporting more active transport (e.g., cycling).

¹ Hemson Consulting Ltd. with data from Statistics Canada. February 2016.
• Improve and bring more consistency to road connections to First Nation communities in terms of their ownership, road surface, and maintenance.

As you read Chapter 3, please consider the following questions:

Does this chapter cover all the important issues and findings?

Is anything missing related to the role of transportation in Northerners’ daily living?

There are additional areas for action associated with remote communities. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of the unique transportation issues for remote communities.

HIGHWAYS

The highway network is the backbone of the Northern Ontario travel network. As vehicles become more efficient, and ultimately self-driving which could open up new travel options, the highway network will still need to be maintained and improved to provide safe and reliable connections between Northern Ontario communities, to the south, and to neighbouring jurisdictions.

There will remain in the foreseeable future a heavy reliance on personal automobiles as well as using bus services to travel between communities for work and business activities, shopping, appointments, family or social connections, and other needs.

Population levels are projected to remain relatively stable over the next 25 years. Some highways with the highest anticipated passenger vehicle travel growth include links between Northern Ontario and faster-growing regions to the south and west, in the vicinity of Sudbury and North Bay (which are expected to see slight growth) and in Kenora District, especially related to growth in First Nation communities.

At the same time, long-distance commercial vehicle traffic is anticipated to grow, especially throughout the Trans-Canada highway network (see Chapter 4). Improvements are needed to address existing issues that passenger vehicle drivers experience in those areas when sharing the road with a significant proportion of large trucks.

Top Highway Issues

The top highway-related issues identified by residents of Northern Ontario through NOMTS engagement and technical analysis, include the need for improved network reliability and resilience. This includes redundancy (alternate routes) and effective real-time information on highway conditions in the event of temporary road closures, reduction of highway collisions (especially wildlife-related collisions), additional passing lanes or four-laning of routes to reduce delays and overtaking collisions, and addressing significant existing gaps in rest stops and cell phone coverage. Commercial truck drivers and tourists share many of these same highway issues as residents. Additional issues unique to supporting industry are discussed in Chapter 4.
Reliability, Resilience, and Collisions

Roadway reliability refers to minimizing the number of temporary road closures. Reliability of roads in Northern Ontario is challenged by weather-related issues, collisions, and potential for infrastructure failures (e.g. related to bridges and pavement).

Resilience is the ability of a road system or network to reduce the level of disruption to users when service disruptions do occur. Elements of resilience include the following:

- **Redundancy**: having a feasible alternate route to use when a roadway link is temporarily closed.
- **Real-time information**: obtaining roadway closure information quickly to allow drivers to plan their route accordingly and reduce delays.
- **Recovery**: the ability to restore service on the closed roadway quickly.

Where there is no redundancy, motorists’ only option is usually to wait for the highway to be re-opened. Reliability and resilience deficiencies can hamper tourism travel experiences on promoted Northern Ontario driving routes, delay bus and personal vehicle passengers, and limit emergency access to sites on the affected corridor. Figure 3 identifies the four non-redundant highway segments in Northern Ontario, as well as the sections of highway with long associated detour or alternate routes in the event of a partial or full road closure.

Near these non-redundant segments and other locations, MTO operates permanent changeable message signs (CMSs). There is potentially an opportunity to review the types of messages displayed on the CMSs as well as explore the opportunity to expand the number of CMSs to ensure that CMSs are located in strategic locations with the highest need.

In addition to CMSs, MTO operates the Ontario 511 telephone and online service, which is one of the more comprehensive sources of real-time information on the status of provincial highways. The telephone service is voice-activated and provides information on road closures, weather conditions, and construction projects. The website offers more detailed information, including maps and traffic cameras, and a pilot route planner that provides the best driving route taking into account road conditions and closures.

While Ontario 511 provides a wealth of information, it is limited to information about provincial highways, and travellers must have internet or cell phone service to access it. As discussed later in this chapter, there are gaps in broadband service along the provincial highways in Northern Ontario.
Figure 3: Northern Ontario Trans-Canada Highway Locations with Redundancy Issues
Another important issue to drivers is safety; including vehicle-wildlife collisions (see Figure 4). Moose, deer, bear and wolf are among the animals with which collisions can cause injury and damage due to their size. Such wildlife-vehicle collisions are more prevalent, when compared on the basis of vehicle-kilometres travelled, through much of Northwestern Ontario, on Highway 6 to Manitoulin, and on Highway 124 between Parry Sound and Sundridge, possibly related to higher densities of wildlife and long stretches of road with low traffic volumes in that region.

Wildlife collision mitigation efforts used in Ontario include fencing along highways and widened brush clearing, which can help reduce or lessen the severity of these collisions by expanding drivers’ range of vision and reaction time. Wildlife collision mitigation measures must be carefully considered on a site-specific basis, to minimize impact on wildlife habitat connectivity and ecological integrity.

Overtaking incidents and driver fatigue are also causes of vehicle collisions in Northern Ontario. Additional passing lanes on difficult terrain road sections can be a means of addressing these types of collisions. More frequent rest stops and better communications can also help address driver fatigue.

**Rest Areas and Broadband Gaps**

Highway rest areas not only provide safe places for travellers to use washroom facilities, picnic, or take in the natural vista, they also help to mitigate the effects of driver fatigue by providing places for drivers to safely pull off the highway. MTO provides rest areas on primary (King’s) highways and these are typically maintained from May to October. There are currently no provincial guidelines relating to rest area design and in several cases, they are not well lit.

Rest areas are also an issue for the trucking industry, described further in Chapter 4. Rest areas that are not configured for commercial vehicle access are of particular concern to truckers who must consider maximum daily hours-of-service regulations when planning their trips. Figure 5 shows existing MTO and privately-operated rest areas and highlights areas in need of enhanced or new facilities.

Collisions and other incidents can be further challenged by a lack of cell phone coverage for long distances, posing a safety risk to drivers needing to make calls for emergency medical and mechanical assistance. This is a challenge both in Northwestern and Northeastern Ontario, especially for routes not on the Trans-Canada highway. In Northeastern Ontario, there are currently gaps in cell phone coverage west of Hearst on Highway 11, between Sault Ste. Marie and Wawa on Highway 17, on King’s Highways 101, 129 and on secondary Highways 560 and 631. For Northwestern Ontario, cellular gaps exist along Highways 502, 622, 599 and 527.

In addition to enabling safer transportation, wireless communications technology also has a role to play in enabling peoples’ transportation in Northern Ontario. For example, reliable cell phone and broadband coverage could enhance the ability to arrange carpooling, organize shopping assistance among people with limited access to personal vehicles, and utilize smart phone apps aimed at improving mobility. See Figure 6 for existing mobile phone coverage in Northern Ontario.
Figure 4: Rates of Vehicle-Wildlife Collisions in Northern Ontario
Figure 5: Highway Segments with Gaps in Rest Areas, Existing MTO Rest Areas and Privately Operated Rest Areas
Figure 6: Existing Mobile Phone Coverage in Northern Ontario

Note: The coverage area indicated is an estimate only, and is based on a set distance from transmission tower locations. Signal strength will vary within the coverage area, and there may be gaps or coverage not reflected in the map.
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INTERCOMMUNITY BUS AND RAIL

Intercommunity bus and rail transportation refers to public ground-based travel between communities. In Northern Ontario this can sometimes encompass very long distances.

Passenger bus and rail options have declined in Northern Ontario over the past decades. Significant portions of Northern Ontario have few or no public intercommunity transportation options. When making the trip by personal vehicle is not possible, people may seek transportation through facilitated ride sharing, taxis where available, the goodwill of others, and social service organizations. For routes or regions of Northern Ontario currently served by scheduled passenger service, the existing service offerings may be limited in their frequency (e.g., perhaps running only 1–4 days per week) or have only certain – sometimes inconvenient – schedule times available, such as during the overnight period.

The Ontario Northland Transportation Commission (ONTC or Ontario Northland) is a provincial Crown agency that provides intercommunity bus services from Northeastern Ontario to Southern Ontario along the Highway 400/69, 144, and 11 corridors. In addition, the ONTC provides passenger rail service from Cochrane to Moosonee. In 2012, a passenger rail service from Toronto to Cochrane, operated by the ONTC, was canceled; however the ONTC continued to provide its existing bus service to the communities previously served by the train. As part of a broader, organizational transformation, the ONTC continues to explore its market needs and to find efficiencies in its service provision.

For most cases where passenger service reductions and/or discontinuances have occurred in Northern Ontario, alternate service options have not been restored or addressed. While limited intercommunity passenger transportation is a pan-Northern Ontario issue, it is perhaps most pronounced in Northwestern Ontario, based on analysis and feedback from outreach sessions.

BUS

Passenger bus services are more available relative to passenger rail in Northern Ontario. However, a number of highway segments and many communities are not connected to a scheduled route as scheduled bus services generally operate along major Trans-Canada highway corridors. This issue has become more challenging in recent years with bus operators announcing further service reductions, resulting in more communities without close access to a scheduled route. For example, in 2014, services between Kenora and Red Lake via Highway 105, and in 2015 between Longlac and Hearst, were suspended.

Greyhound, a private operator, provides daily interregional bus service from Toronto to Winnipeg via Highways 400, 69 and 17, as well as daily service between Sudbury and Ottawa on Highway 17. Travel times and distances are long (approximately 24 hours by bus between Sudbury and Winnipeg). Schedules tend to ensure that the largest centres, such as Winnipeg and Toronto, have daytime connections. As a result, some Northern Ontario locations are served only in the overnight period in one or both directions by Greyhound.
Regional service providers offer additional services and connections needed by Northerners and visitors to the North. Public operator Ontario Northland provides service in the more populated Northeastern Ontario, serving the Highway 11 corridor from Toronto to Hearst, with connections to Timmins. Ontario Northland also supplements the Greyhound service between Sudbury and Toronto, with additional buses, one of which continues along Highway 144 to Timmins daily. Private carrier Autobus Maheux connects North Bay with Rouyn-Noranda in Quebec. In Northwestern Ontario, private operators Caribou Coach and Kasper Minibus provide, respectively, connections between Sioux Lookout and Thunder Bay along Highways 72 and 17, and between Fort Frances and Thunder Bay along Highway 11; both services continue easterly along Highway 11 as far as Longlac.

Many Near North communities are situated along these bus service corridors, and therefore have access to some service. However, it has been noted through outreach with Northerners that this service can be infrequent and inconvenient, and on some sections of the corridors, connections between their home and the main corridors may not be available, or may be infrequent. For example, Sioux Lookout now has a bus connection to Thunder Bay; however, residents have noted that there is often a need to travel between Sioux Lookout and Dryden, to the west, and there is currently no service for this connection. Residents of the Dryden and Kenora area also often need to travel westerly to Winnipeg (which is six times larger than Thunder Bay in terms of population) for medical care, international flights, and other services, but the interregional Greyhound service can sometimes be too infrequent to serve this need after recent service reductions.

Some communities are further from the bus service corridors and have no scheduled bus service options at all. These include the following communities and corridors, among others:

- Manitoulin: the population of this district totals 13,000 residents, many of whom need to travel to Sudbury for health care, employment, and other needs; the area is also a popular tourism location;

- Highway 71 between Kenora and Fort Frances: this corridor includes several First Nation communities in the Lake of the Woods area;

- Highway 105: at the north end of this highway, Red Lake (approximate population 5,000) connects several remote Northern communities by air, and since 2014 no longer has a bus connection to Highway 17;

- Chapleau (population 2,000) and surrounding First Nation communities do not have scheduled bus (or air passenger) service, though they are connected by VIA’s Northern Ontario train to Sudbury; and

---

2 Near North refers to the area south of the Far North boundary, which is approximately along the 51st parallel.
various secondary highways extending northerly from the Trans-Canada highway network into the Far North, including:
- Highway 599 to Pickle Lake
- Highway 527 to Armstrong
- Highway 584 to Nakina

Challenges to providing bus service along these corridors include potential liability on the part of the bus service provider when there is an incident and emergency services are generally not readily available. In March 2015 a passenger bus broke down on Highway 17 east of Longlac, delaying passengers for 18 hours in an area with no cell phone service. See Figure 7 for map of existing intercommunity passenger bus services in Northern Ontario, as well as bus service frequency, existing taxi services, and locations of health care services and post-secondary institutions.

In addition to seeking more service on more routes, Northerners have expressed a need for bus schedules to be more convenient and responsive to user needs. For instance, more daytime pick-up and drop-off times, and schedules that allow for more same-day return trips. The need for more frequent bus service on busier routes is another challenge noted by Northerners.

The lack of infrastructure to shelter passengers in Northern Ontario has been noted as a concern from a safety perspective and when waiting in wintry weather. In many cases, bus stops are located along highways where people must wait either in a roadside passenger vehicle or stand along the highway.

In summer and fall 2016, MTO engaged with industry and communities about how to modernize bus services in the province. A discussion paper proposed to modernize intercommunity bus services in the province by:

- Removing requirements to obtain a public vehicle licence;
- Helping communities, social service and health care providers connect with transportation companies to provide better options; and
- Implementing appropriate safety and insurance oversight for smaller public vehicles with less than 10 passengers.
Throughout the engagement on NOMTS and through the modernization initiative in Northern Ontario and elsewhere, participants identified the following as needs or areas for the ministry to explore and address:

- Support of critical yet unprofitable transportation services, potentially through subsidies (e.g., franchising) and better integration of existing resources;

- Development of regional transportation strategies with solutions tailored to regional needs; and

- Further assurance that safety and insurance requirements are robust, regardless of the size of the vehicle.

Building on this input, MTO plans to develop recommendations for an improved intercommunity transportation regime by 2017, including exploring opportunities that could be afforded by the sharing economy. Special consideration will be given to the needs of those Northern Ontario, rural and First Nations communities where currently available intercommunity bus transport may not be in line with demand.
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Figure 7: Existing Intercommunity Passenger Bus Services in Northern Ontario, Bus Service Frequency, Taxi Services, and Locations of Health Care Services and Post-Secondary Institutions
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Rail

Passenger rail services are fairly limited in Northern Ontario. There are currently three regular routes in service:

- VIA Rail’s “The Canadian” line provides transcontinental service two or three times per week on the CN main line through Sudbury, Sioux Lookout and Hornepayne and a number of small Northern Ontario communities, among them.

- VIA Rail provides passenger service to a number of towns and some Indigenous communities between Sudbury and White River on the CP main line in accordance with legislated direction from the Federal Government, under the Remote Passenger Rail Program run by Transport Canada.

- Ontario Northland provides the Polar Bear Express passenger rail and rail freight service between Cochrane and Moosonee. This is the only year-round ground-based connection transportation to Moosonee and the James Bay coast.

Figure 8 shows existing passenger rail services in Northern Ontario.

Sudbury is the only large urban centre in Northern Ontario that currently has a year-round passenger rail connection.

Recently, the Algoma Central Railway passenger service between Sault Ste. Marie and Hearst was suspended. The service connected a number of small hamlets, First Nations and camps without conventional road access or intercommunity bus service. Challenges in finding an operator and in negotiating a subsidy with the Federal Government have affected the efforts to reinstate the service. Local efforts, which include support from the City of Sault Ste. Marie and local First Nations, continue to explore options for ensuring this service is available in the future. On this same line, CN continues operating the Agawa Canyon Tourist Train (as well as some freight rail to Hearst). The tourist train is a same-day, round-trip, seasonal excursion to the canyon.

Multimodal Connections and Gaps in the Near North

In general, bus, rail and air passenger transportation services are not well connected to each other in Northern Ontario. A few municipal transit services connect to airports (e.g., North Bay and Sudbury). Figure 9 shows the current state of passenger multimodal connections to municipal airports.

In many cases, airports are located kilometres outside of communities and away from intercommunity bus routes. Taxis can be expensive and are non-existent in some communities. New or improved multimodal connections may be required to better connect people between modes.
Figure 8: Existing Passenger Rail Services in Northern Ontario
Figure 9: Multimodal Connections for Passenger Transportation Services to Municipal Airports in Near North

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>Distance to Nearest Provincial Highway</th>
<th>Distance to City Centre</th>
<th>Connecting Transportation to City Centre</th>
<th>Connection to Closest Other Passenger Travel Modes (note: ICB = Intercommunity Bus)</th>
<th>Distance to Connecting Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder Bay</td>
<td>on Hwy 61</td>
<td>5.2 km</td>
<td>Municipal Transit, Taxi, Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: Greyhound, Caribou Coach, Kasper</td>
<td>8.8 km (on municipal transit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Large Regional</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Bay</td>
<td>5.1 km to Hwy 11</td>
<td>8.0 km</td>
<td>Municipal Transit, Taxi, Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: ONTC, Greyhound</td>
<td>8.7 km (on municipal transit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury</td>
<td>17.5 km to Hwy 17</td>
<td>18.6 km</td>
<td>Airport Shuttle, Taxi, Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: ONTC/Greyhound</td>
<td>18.4 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sault Ste. Marie</td>
<td>19.0 km to Hwy 17</td>
<td>16.7 km</td>
<td>Taxi and Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: Greyhound</td>
<td>22 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timmins</td>
<td>10.7 km to Hwy 655</td>
<td>12.7 km</td>
<td>Taxi and Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: ONTC</td>
<td>12.9 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioux Lookout</td>
<td>on Hwy 516</td>
<td>4.0 km</td>
<td>Taxi and Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: Kasper</td>
<td>3.4 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rail: VIA Rail</td>
<td>3.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate Regional</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Frances</td>
<td>5.6 km to Hwy 11</td>
<td>7.6 km</td>
<td>Taxi and Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: Caribou Coach</td>
<td>8.2 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Lake</td>
<td>on Hwy 125</td>
<td>15.6 km</td>
<td>Taxi and Car Rental</td>
<td>none within 100 km</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapuskasing</td>
<td>on Hwy 11</td>
<td>5.3 km</td>
<td>Taxi and Car Rental</td>
<td>ICB: ONTC</td>
<td>4.2 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenora</td>
<td>2.0 km to Hwy 17A</td>
<td>14.4 km</td>
<td>Taxi and Car rental shuttle</td>
<td>ICB: Greyhound</td>
<td>12.1 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryden</td>
<td>on Hwy 601</td>
<td>11.7 km</td>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>ICB: Greyhound</td>
<td>9.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakina</td>
<td>1.5 km to Hwy 584</td>
<td>0.9 km</td>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>ICB: (Longlac): Caribou Coach, Kasper</td>
<td>70 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moosonee</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.9 km</td>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>Rail: ONTC Polar Bear Express</td>
<td>3.6 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane</td>
<td>7.8 km to Hwy 11</td>
<td>7.1 km</td>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>ICB: ONTC; Rail: Polar Bear</td>
<td>7.0 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSIT

Community transportation refers to smaller-scale, local bus transportation that typically offers short-distance travel service options. In addition to community transportation services, some municipalities operate municipally-owned transportation systems. These services may include local urban transit, or some other short-distance bus travel.

Throughout the early engagement activities for NOMTS, the project team frequently heard about the challenges for people living in Northern Ontario to travel within their own community and beyond to other municipalities and major centres across the region. This is due to the limited municipal transit and local community transportation systems available to the general public. Currently, only 9 municipalities out of the 144 in Northern Ontario provide conventional transit.

Further, while there are over 160 agencies, organizations, municipalities and First Nations that provide some form of local transportation service in Northern Ontario, few are well connected to the scheduled passenger bus or train routes. These local services are often tailored to specific clients (e.g., seniors, non-emergency medical transfers), or have some other pre-defined, eligibility scope.

Local service providers, who may also provide some limited transportation service to clients or members, are faced with challenges in balancing community needs and service accessibility, while also trying to deliver on specific, and sometimes limited, service mandates. In some situations, providers have to turn away people/passengers who have legitimate and important transportation needs, but may not be eligible under a service provider's mandate.

Without any municipal transit or local community transportation service that the general public can use, many people are left without any means of transportation to get groceries, take children to school or sporting events, and/or undertake other important daily trips. The project team heard the need for reliable and affordable transportation options for disadvantaged or vulnerable population groups such as seniors, persons with disabilities and low-income earners.

To meet existing local transportation service gaps, the Province launched the Community Transportation Pilot Grant Program (CT Program) in 2014. Through this program, MTO provided financial assistance to Ontario municipalities to partner with community organizations to leverage and coordinate existing local transportation services. The objectives of the CT Program are to:

- Improve mobility options for individuals who do not have access to transportation;
- Build capacity to better meet local demand, particularly in areas where it is challenging to provide public transit due to population size and density; and
- Create networks of coordinated transportation service that increase capacity and share resources.
While the CT Program has helped to improve local community transportation services, the project team has heard some limitations. For example, First Nations and not-for-profit organizations were not eligible to apply for the program without partnering with a municipality. This was seen as a challenge, as it is common for non-profits and as well as First Nations in Northern Ontario to provide transportation.

ROAD CONNECTIONS TO NEAR NORTH FIRST NATION COMMUNITIES

Over 100 First Nation communities are located throughout Northern Ontario, with varying connections to the region’s broader multimodal transportation system. This section focuses on Near North communities and their road connections to the highway network.

See Chapter 5 on Remote Communities for a discussion of the specific issues of winter roads and remote airports.

Most communities in the Near North have all-season road access to the provincial highway network; however, there is a wide range among the roads in terms of ownership, maintenance responsibilities, standards and quality. This means that First Nation communities have inconsistent road access, and confusion can arise as to who is responsible for road maintenance, upgrades and ownership.

As part of the NOMTS transportation system analysis to provide enhanced knowledge to both the Province and to First Nations about roads connecting to First Nation communities, these roads were mapped and their operational characteristics summarized, including:

- Name and location of nearest provincial highway;
- Road length;
- Maintenance responsibilities; and
- Supporting funding programs currently involved.
Figure 10 shows an example of this mapping.³ This exercise found that, of the 88 or so roads connecting First Nation communities:

- At least 9 roads are longer than 20 km;
- At least 9 roads are partially funded by MTO, with another 18 managed by MTO but funded by MNDM;
- 3 roads are former forestry or industrial roads, likely candidates for re-surfacing or grade upgrades; and
- At least 6 cross jurisdictional boundaries (i.e., Crown land, First Nation, municipal, or local service boards).

A variety of jurisdictions or agencies may be involved in the maintenance of these roads. For reference, MNRF is responsible for land use planning on, and management of Crown land under the Public Lands Act as well as the Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserves Act, and works jointly with First Nations to prepare land use plans for the Far North of Ontario under the Far North Act, 2010. Forest access road infrastructure is identified under the Forest Management Planning process. MNRF’s administration of the Provincial Forest Access Roads Funding Program supports the construction and maintenance of primary and branch roads to forests on Crown lands. In addition to the forest industry, these roads are also utilized by the mining and exploration industry, the tourism industry, anglers, hunters, First Nations, utilities, railways and for emergency management.

³ Similar maps of other regions can be found in the technical backgrounders at www.nomts.ca.
Figure 10: Example of Mapped Road Routes to First Nation Communities in the Near North
MUNICIPAL AIRPORTS

With the long road-based travel distances and dispersed population of Northern Ontario, the region’s municipal airports connect people and industry, and help to deliver economic, social, health and security benefits that are considered by many to be essential. Without this network, many public services and programs could not be delivered.

See Chapter 5 on Remote Communities for a discussion of the specific issues of remote airports.

Most municipal airports are not financially self-sustaining, meaning they do not earn enough revenue to cover operating costs and invest in capital infrastructure. Most are ineligible for federal capital funding because they do not have the population base or demand to sustain scheduled passenger services – a criteria for federal capital assistance. However, Northern Ontario’s municipal airports allow for delivery of essential public services, such as air ambulance, search and rescue operations, and forest firefighting. While vital, these services do not generate profits.

Among Northern Ontario’s 37 municipal airports, there is a sub-network of airports that serve various purposes. Figure 11 shows airports with a role in providing important connections to remote airports, to destinations within Northern Ontario, and to Southern Ontario or Winnipeg. Figure 12 shows a sub-network of airports important for firefighting. Other airport networks have been identified that provide service for:

- Search-and-rescue operations
- Aerial policing operations
- Resource management
- Air ambulance

While some airports provide most or all of the vital public services listed above, others may only provide one or two, but play an important role in delivering that service.

Between now and 2041, as technologies advance (e.g., drones) and some services are delivered differently, the requirements of airport infrastructure will change. However, municipal airports and the conventional airplanes that they serve are expected to have an ongoing role in the Northern Ontario transportation network, the delivery of public services, and the safety of people and communities. The final NOMTS will need to consider how the Province as well as other levels of government can better support municipal airports, given the critical role they play.

---

4 Although the term “municipal airports” is used, not all are operated directly by municipalities: some have been set up by regional boards and commissions, and some are operated by not-for-profit corporations.
Finally, while this section has focused on the role of municipal airports in supporting services, they also support passenger travel. Though passenger air transportation may be inherently costlier than bus or rail options, and does not offer the flexibility and range of pick-up and drop-off locations, it is still preferred by many Northerners as a top passenger transportation mode. It is faster than a bus or train, and in recent years, it has also become more affordable. Additionally, without a regional passenger air network in Northern Ontario, many people would have no option for same-day travel to other northern cities.
Figure 11: Municipal Airports Providing Key Connections
Figure 12: Municipal Airports Reporting Aerial Firefighting (2015 Municipal Airports Survey)
CHAPTER 4: SUPPORTING INDUSTRY

Population growth and prosperity in Northern Ontario cities and communities in the future will depend on the region’s economic growth. The Growth Plan for Northern Ontario (2011) recognizes this and focuses on actions needed to support existing and emerging economic sectors. The transportation system needs to both support current movement of goods and resources, and be diverse and robust enough to support movement of goods related to emerging economic activities and future opportunities.

Approximately 115 million tonnes of freight moved to, from, within and through Northern Ontario in 2012 by rail, marine and truck modes (see Figure 13 for proportion of tonnage and value by mode and by type of movement), representing over $160 billion in the estimated value of goods summed across these modes.\(^5\)

- Rail moved over half of this tonnage (and almost half of the estimated total value), approximately 70% of rail tonnage flows being in the form of movements passing through Northern Ontario between Western Canada and the U.S., Southern Ontario or eastern Canada.

- The marine mode moves approximately one sixth of the total tonnage transported in Northern Ontario, primarily moving heavy bulk goods like grain, ore and gravel, largely to/from ports at Thunder Bay, Sault Ste. Marie and Meldrum Bay. The marine mode represents less than 5% of the total value of goods moved in Northern Ontario, given the relatively low value per tonne of marine-transported products compared to goods carried by other modes.

International shipment of goods through the international rail crossing near Fort Frances represents approximately half of these through movements. Grain shipments from Western Canada to the Port of Thunder Bay for marine export have been a steady component of rail flows, totalling in the order of 8 million tonnes annually.

As you read Chapter 4, please consider the following questions:

Does this chapter cover the most important issues regarding how the transportation system serves industry and other economic activity?

What would you change or add to the findings?

\(^5\) Note that there is double-counting in these total figures, for example, when the same tonnage is shipped by both rail and marine modes in Northern Ontario.
Trucks move the widest variety of goods throughout the region. While truck transport represents 28% of tonnage moved in the region, the total value of goods moved by truck is approximately half of the total value of goods moved in Northern Ontario. Well-loaded trucks traverse the Trans-Canada highway system in Northern Ontario between major trucking centres in Peel Region (Mississauga and Brampton), Montreal and Winnipeg. These through trips represent 6% of freight tonnage and almost 20% of the total value of goods moved in the region.

Given the importance of these modes today and into the future for moving goods through Northern Ontario, NOMTS will help prioritize investment in supporting a strong highway network for moving goods by road, enhance transportation options for bulk goods (rail and marine), and support the investment in competitive options that attract business and capital investment by new and emerging industry within the region. This section addresses some of the specific transportation issues related to moving goods and supporting economic growth, including tourism, forestry and
future economic opportunities such as the Ring of Fire. It builds on and complements the improvements mentioned in Chapter 3, such as addressing highway reliability, resiliency and redundancy, which will also serve to assist tourism and commercial transportation.

Ontario will engage with Indigenous partners on approaches to close socio-economic gaps and enhance participation in the resource sector by improving the way resource benefits are shared with Indigenous communities.

**TRUCKS AND HIGHWAYS**

Commercial vehicle traffic is expected to grow in volume across the Northern Ontario, especially on the Trans-Canada highway, as trips to and from faster-growing regions outside of Northern Ontario increase. Overall, the number of truck trips is forecasted to grow by 67% in the region by 2041 (see Figure 14). The Trans-Canada Highway network has major economic importance given its central role in economic activity and long-haul trucking.

Of particular note is projected growth between:

- Winnipeg and Thunder Bay, as goods continue to be distributed by truck from Winnipeg’s rail intermodal terminal, airport, and trucking terminals throughout Northwestern Ontario, including to remote communities.

- Sudbury/North Bay and Southern Ontario, as goods are shipped between Peel Region (immediately west of Toronto), the province’s major trucking hub and home of CN and CP’s truck/rail intermodal facilities, and Northern Ontario and beyond. Highway 11 has recently been fully widened to 4 lanes south of North Bay, and Highway 400/69 is planned to be fully 4-laned south of Sudbury, which will assist with managing this future projected growth in commercial vehicle traffic along these Northern-Southern Ontario links.

- North Bay and Thunder Bay along Highway 11. With significant highway improvements along this corridor in recent years, as well as flatter terrain and less risk of highway closures in the winter compared to Highway 17, Highway 11 is increasingly being favoured over Highway 17 for long-distance trucking movements through Northeastern Ontario.

Northeastern Ontario is a gateway to several major economic centres due to its proximity to Southern Ontario and to Michigan via the Sault Ste. Marie international border crossing. While much of the traffic through this crossing is local in nature, for longer-distance trips the Sault Ste. Marie border is approximately a 5.5-hour drive from Detroit, and a 6.5-hour drive from Chicago.
Currently, daily commercial vehicle flows between Northern Ontario and the Toronto area totals just under 2,800 trucks, split quite evenly between Highway 11 south of North Bay and Highway 400/69 south of Sudbury. This goods movement is forecasted to grow by 72% from 1,400 to approximately 2,400 truck trips daily on each of these corridors by 2041. These corridors carry the highest volume of vehicular traffic across all of Northern Ontario, particularly in the summer months when both corridors see significant increases in tourism traffic.

In terms of cross-border traffic, the international crossing at Sault Ste. Marie is Northern Ontario’s busiest border for trucks, with more than 50% of cross-border truck traffic occurring there. Cross-border truck traffic is forecasted to grow by 65% by 2041.

The four non-redundant sections of the Trans-Canada highway outlined Chapter 3 carry the same implications for commercial vehicles and people alike. Furthermore, for commercial vehicles, some alternative routes may be unsuitable for trucks due to factors such as sharp corners, steep grades, narrow shoulders or other physical features that pose safety concerns. Figure 15 identifies the four non-redundant highway segments in Northern Ontario, as well as the current commercial vehicle flows and commercial vehicle forecasts to 2031 and 2041 for consideration.

**Truck Routes**

Through Northeastern Ontario, Highway 11, rather than Highway 17, is increasingly the preferred route for commercial vehicles and goods movement. Highway 11 tends to have fewer curves, flatter grades and is less affected by lake-effect storm closures, making it a more attractive route for truckers, especially in winter. In contrast, Highway 17 attracts more personal vehicles due to its scenic experience. Note that much of the truck traffic is long-haul trips that travel entirely through the region.
Long-haul trips for over-dimensional vehicles also tend to occur on Highway 11. Currently, MTO works with vehicle operators on a case-by-case basis to assist with routing plans, as well as strategies to mitigate obstacles, such as raising power lines. More work is being done by the Province to streamline oversize/overweight transportation across the region. Increased truck axle loading accelerates the deterioration of roadway infrastructure through pavement damage such as rutting; the impact of increased truck axle loading on the roadway does not increase linearly with the load, but exponentially. Efforts to facilitate oversize/overweight transportation must be done in tandem with ensuring that the integrity of Northern Ontario highway infrastructure is maintained for all users.

In comparing collision rates per vehicle-kilometres travelled, collisions involving overtaking (passing), while a relatively small portion of total collisions, are seen to be higher than the Provincial average on Highway 11 from North Bay westwards – the route commonly taken by truckers travelling across Northern Ontario. There are some passing lanes provided north of North Bay, though these may not be sufficient given the current and anticipated truck volumes on this highway, and virtually no passing lanes west of Hearst. Other two-lane highway sections such as Highway 17 west of Thunder Bay, and Highway 17 through the North Bay and Sudbury areas, also have higher than average incidents of collisions due to overtaking.

Highway 11 west of Hearst, among other areas of the Northern Ontario highway network, is also challenged by few suitable rest locations, as well as cell phone coverage gaps. As discussed in Chapter 3, analysis has identified the most critical shortages in rest areas in support of the trucking industry to include Highway 11 west of Hearst. Without suitable all-season rest areas with commercial truck access needed by drivers to adhere to daily hours-of-service limits, drivers take breaks at the roadside or in other unsuitable or potentially unsafe locations, or risk travelling longer than is safe to do so until they find a suitable rest location.

To note, there are also over 29,000 km of primary roads and over 17,000 km of branch roads identified in Northern Ontario as Forest Access Roads. These roads not only support the forest industry, but are also utilized by the mining and exploration industry, the tourism industry, anglers, hunters, First Nations, utilities, railways and for emergency management. The following Forest Access Roads have been known to be used by commercial truckers or members of the public either as short-cuts or alternate routes:

- Caramat Industrial Road (Manitouwadge to Caramat);
- Sultan Industrial Road (South of Gogama to near Chapleau);
- NW Industrial Road (Iroquois Falls to Cochrane); and
- Translimit Road (Cochrane to Quebec).
Figure 15: Daily Commercial Vehicle Flows to 2041 and Non-Redundant Highway Segments
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RAIL AND MARINE FREIGHT

Approximately 70% or over 70 million tonnes of the rail freight tonnage moved annually in Northern Ontario passes through the region without stopping. Exceptions include grain moved from Western Canada to the Port of Thunder Bay, forestry-related products moved from Northwestern Ontario to U.S. markets, and ore moved within the Sudbury area. The amount of rail freight shipped from Northern Ontario on Class 1 rail fell by half between 2005 and 2009, and is now holding stable at approximately 6 million tonnes per year.

Future of Rail: Shortline Opportunities

There are two existing shortline railways in Northern Ontario: Huron-Central Railway and Ottawa Valley Railway. The provincial Crown agency Ontario Northland provides rail freight services in Northeastern Ontario. Part of this rail system extends into Quebec and operates as the Nipissing Central Railway, a subsidiary of Ontario Northland.

The shortline railways and Ontario Northland rail freight services are currently used by private sector shipping companies to transport natural resource goods, largely forestry, steel and mining products.

The Ontario Climate Change Action Plan provides direction to improve the competitiveness of shortline railways, given their potential environmental efficiency compared to trucking. Rail shippers have identified issues such as inadequate rail car supply, and need for capital investment as limits to the further use of shortline railways.

When asked about the future opportunities for shortline rail in the north, several shippers, particularly of forest products, indicated that the scale of their individual plants relative to major national bulk goods flows means they are disadvantaged when negotiating with the large railways. The result is that they could end up paying higher freight rates compared to large businesses who benefit from economies of scale, and they may have little say in the level of service (i.e., how many days per week their plant is served) and less assurance of available rail cars. As a result, these goods can end up being trucked.

MTO is currently working on a commitment to study and take action to improve the competitiveness of shortline rail. Any recommendations or actions which are developed through this work will be incorporated into the final Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy.

Future of Marine: Port Protection Considerations

Northern Ontario’s water borders provide important commercial access to Southern Ontario, Quebec, the United States and beyond through the Port of Thunder Bay, the Sault Ste. Ste. Marie port and other smaller yet strategic ports such as Meldrum Bay and Bruce Mines. Freight tonnage at the Port of Thunder Bay is relatively stable, while activity at the region’s second largest port — the Port of Algoma at Sault Ste. Ste. Marie — has grown by 20% for loaded tonnage and 14% for unloaded tonnage between 2001 and 2011.
The St. Lawrence-Great Lakes shipping route is a unique and irreplaceable resource. Cost-effective marine transport contributes to the efficiency and viability of major Canadian bulk commodities such as grain, iron ore, coal, limestone, aggregates, potash, and some steel products. The movement of these heavy bulk commodities by water is more cost-effective and less carbon-intensive than transporting by rail or truck. Marine traffic levels for bulk cargo and other freight are expected to remain stable through the long-term. Into the future, marine shippers may need to consider how to address ship design for potentially lower water levels.

To ensure the long-term viability of ports, there is a need to ensure that transportation access routes to ports, as well as lands around ports, are protected against incompatible uses. This protection is required for existing ports and potential future ports. Northern Ontario has a number of ports that were active in the past but are currently not operational, such as Michipicoten Harbour and at Little Current. Protection of port lands and infrastructure may be crucial for supporting the marine shipping needs of emerging sectors and industries, as well as for new or enhanced marine tourism offerings.

The Conference of Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Governors and Premiers published the Strategy for the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Maritime Transportation System. It includes recommendations to accelerate certain asset renewal initiatives to improve connections between Lake Superior and the lower Great Lakes and to increase icebreaking capacity to extend the marine operating season.

**Future Cross-Modal Freight Opportunities**

There remains considerable capacity in the Northern Ontario rail and marine networks, which could respond well to future growth in certain Northern Ontario industries, including large-scale mineral extraction and other emerging industries. Potential large-scale mineral extraction activities in the Ring of Fire region could significantly increase the demand for transportation infrastructure capacity, including rail and marine freight, as well as rail and marine infrastructure.

In addition to capacity on ships and rail cars, there is also potential intermodal capacity in the region. This could include the expansion of rail hubs, such as in Sudbury, to increase their freight handling capacity between truck and rail modes, and/or potential exploration of reviving aspects of the intermodal infrastructure at the Port of Thunder Bay. This infrastructure still exists and is protected, but is not currently operational.
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SUPPORTING TOURISM

Northern Ontario provides a strong tourism product that attracts visitors from both near and far. In 2012, half of visitors to Northern Ontario lived in Ontario, and about a quarter visited from the rest of Canada and the U.S., respectively. The tourism industry is very important to the Northern Ontario economy: over 9,000 tourism-related businesses comprise this sector, which contributed more than $930 million to the GDP of Northern Ontario in 2012.

Historic and cultural tourist activities and attractions can be found across Northern Ontario. Many are found around the communities of Kenora, Thunder Bay, Sault Ste. Marie and Sudbury, which are accessible by road from Highways 11 and 17. There are countless other tourist attractions, experiences and activities across Northern Ontario, including outdoor and nature-based activities such as camping, fishing and boating. Private vehicle transportation is by far the most prominent travel mode used by tourists and visitors.

Highway Travel

To assist tourists with navigating the region’s roadways, some tourism-oriented and logo-based signs can be found along Highways 11, 17 and 69. There is an opportunity to increase tourism-related signage to include more notification of scenic, historical and significant Indigenous areas in Northern Ontario.

Tourists may be less familiar than the local population with the challenges associated with driving in Northern Ontario, such as the risks of vehicle-wildlife collision, the relative infrequency of rest areas available, and the potential challenges of sharing the road with heavy trucks. This could contribute to frustrations and safety risks. Improvements and increased information or signage in these areas would greatly enhance the Northern Ontario travel experience for visitors to the region.

Rail and Bus Travel

The passenger rail network in Northern Ontario is limited for tourist use, as the only major urban centre served by rail is Sudbury, though rail does provide access to some of the smaller and more remote communities and activities. VIA Rail provides rail service within the region, and also provides connections to Manitoba and Southern Ontario. There are no direct passenger rail connections between Northern Ontario and the U.S. The Ontario Northland’s Polar Bear Express, which operates between Cochrane and Moosonee, is itself a popular tourist attraction. Near Sault Ste. Marie, the seasonal Agawa Canyon Tourist Train is another popular rail tourism experience.

As was noted in Chapter 3, bus and rail schedules for interregional services tend not to be particularly well suited for travel to/from Northern Ontario, and cater more to through traffic. As one example, Greyhound’s overnight scheduling of service eastbound on the north shore of Lake Superior means tourists travelling by bus miss the opportunity to see the spectacular vistas.
Air Travel

While there are currently no non-stop scheduled international air services into Northern Ontario, tourists can reach the region through connecting flights from Winnipeg and Toronto. Several other airlines provide service between the municipal and remote airports, allowing tourists to reach smaller communities across the region.

Active Transportation

Northern Ontario is offering more active transportation options for tourists, including for cyclists. Scenic road and mountain bike trails suitable for cyclists of all skill levels are now found across the region. For instance, the development of the Lake Huron North Channel Cycling Route and the Voyageur Cycling Route are important cycling initiatives from a tourism perspective.

The Province’s CycleON strategy promotes the development and expansion of an integrated network of on-road and off-road cycling routes. Through NOMTS, CycleON implementation in Northern Ontario can be supported, ensuring connection to the broader cycling network.

Marine Travel and Tourism - Great Lakes Cruise Ship Industry Considerations

The MS Chi-Cheemaun is the most popular ferry service in Northern Ontario. It is operated by the Province’s Owen Sound Transportation Company (OSTC) and runs between the Bruce Peninsula and Manitoulin Island. The ferry serves as a mini-cruise experience in itself, and for tourists travelling between Southern and Northern Ontario, it offers a short cut across Georgian Bay.

Numerous challenges exist with expanding the cruise and ferry sector in Northern Ontario, such as lack of destination awareness, customs and border clearance (for foreign cruise lines), and a complex regulatory environment. Growth in this industry will depend upon collaboration between the various governments in the Great Lakes region.

The OSTC operates the MS Chi-Cheemaun passenger ferry, as well as the MV Niska I, a landing craft ferry between Moosonee and Moose Factory Island.

After struggling with declining ridership for years on the MS Chi-Cheemaun, the OSTC acted on the results of a 2013 market feasibility study, and has now significantly increased its ridership and revenue, and is serving more of the tourism market through partnerships with local communities and stakeholders. By 2015, the OSTC reported the ferry’s vehicular and passenger traffic had increased by 8 and 11 per cent, respectively.
SUPPORTING FUTURE POTENTIAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Ring of Fire

The Ring of Fire region is found in the eastern portion of the Far North (Figure 16), on and near the ancestral homeland of the 9 Matawa-member First Nations. These include Aroland, Constance Lake, Eabametoong, Ginoogaming, Long Lake #58, Marten Falls, Neskantaga, Nibinamik and Webequie First Nations. As of August 2, 2016 there are approximately 10,040 active claim units held by 15 companies covering an area of 1,606 km². Noront Resources is the company with the largest number of claims.

Northern Ontario rail, road and/or marine traffic could grow to serve development in the Ring of Fire.

The physical environment presents challenges for building new transportation infrastructure in this region. The Hudson Bay Lowlands, characterized by muskeg dotted with thousands of small lakes and wetlands are not generally conducive to road or rail infrastructure. Being close to sea level, drainage is poor in the region extending to James and Hudson Bays. From an ecosystem perspective, it is one of the largest wetlands in North America, serving as an important ecological region home to many species of birds of prey, seabirds, woodland caribou, polar bears, and arctic foxes, and a major carbon storage area in its extensive peat bogs.

As development decisions about Ring of Fire progress, MTO is assisting by advising on transportation infrastructure gaps, requirements and opportunities, for instance upgrades to two major gravel roads extending into the Far North to better accommodate heavy trucks in the future.
Other Potential Economic Activity

The bio-economy and clean-tech industries are potential and emerging economic sectors for Northern Ontario. There is currently no world leader in the production of biological energy inputs, refining and production. Northern Ontario has the potential to lead the global trend towards more environmentally efficient energy production through the bio-economy and clean technology. Rail and marine modes would be ideal for transporting bulk loads of biomass to power plants located at a distance from production location.

Additionally, the Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO) Deep Geological Repository (DGR) project is ongoing and may require specific transportation requirements over the next 25 years in Northern Ontario. The repository will be a significant construction project, with surface facilities and underground excavation (similar to mine construction) to create the holding areas for the nuclear waste.

NWMO is continuing to work with municipal, First Nation and Métis communities in the area, and conduct technical analyses, to select a preferred site for its DGR project. Of the nine host communities still being considered, six are located in Northern Ontario: Ignace, Hornepayne, White River, Manitouwadge, Blind River and Elliot Lake. Selection of the most suitable site is targeted to be made by 2022, at which time the NWMO would conduct a multi-year site characterization study, which could take another 3-5 years. Final detailed site assessment will include examining transportation routings and modes.

Once the site characterization assessment is complete, the NWMO would apply to the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission for licensing approvals. Providing approvals are received, site construction is estimated to begin in 2029, and continue for approximately 10 years thereafter.

For more information on NWMO’s transportation planning process, including safety and regulatory requirements for transportation of nuclear waste, visit the NWMO website at https://www.nwmo.ca/en/A-Safe-Approach/Transportation/Transportation-Planning.
The Far North of Ontario is one of the largest, naturally intact regions in the Western Hemisphere. It covers nearly half of Ontario’s total land area, with over 200 species at risk such as caribou, wolverines, and polar bears found in the region.

It is the traditional home to the Cree and Ojibway Nishnawbe-Aski peoples. Most First Nation communities in the Far North are signatory to Treaty 9, and some signatory to Treaty 5. About 24,000 people live in the Far North. There are 31 First Nation communities, which are home to over 90% of the area’s inhabitants, two municipalities, and one community with a local service board.6

Traditional knowledge of the environment, and first-hand information on how changes to the climate are affecting the region, are critical inputs to informing how best to enhance transportation in the region.

Most Far North communities rely on the 29 MTO remote northern airports for year-round access. In addition to air, Moosonee is accessible by the Polar Bear Express rail line and Moose Cree First Nation by rail then barge or water taxi. Pickle Lake is accessible by Highway 599. During the winter months, winter roads also serve the region.

The expense and uncertainty of remote northern travel affects people every day. It affects the cost of food and goods, the availability of goods and professional services, the ability to travel for medical care, keep in touch with family, and otherwise participate in daily activities.

Many factors affect the ability to optimize existing transportation infrastructure and build new infrastructure in the Far North, such as:

- Physical terrain challenges presented by the wetlands of the Hudson Bay Lowlands and the dense and environmentally significant Boreal forest;
- A diverse system of multiple funding sources, service providers and operational inconsistencies for transportation infrastructure in the region;
- Varying degrees of consensus within and among communities regarding the desirability of enhanced transportation access;

6 Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry.
• The need to support access interests while also minimizing the number and spatial extent (i.e., physical “footprint”) of roads and other infrastructure corridors, in an effort to minimize fragmentation of wildlife habitats, ecosystems, and other associated effects;

• The need to ensure that any effects to species at risk and their habitat are considered and mitigated, as well as alignment with other environmental conservancy plans such as MNRF’s Caribou Conservation Plan; and

• The already-present effects of climate change on winter roads, air travel and permafrost degradation.

Over the past decades, the Far North has seen growth in resource development, as well as increased interest in developing areas of resource potential such as the Ring of Fire. Development of this region could potentially include all-year ground access to some communities in the future.

This Chapter focuses specifically on winter roads and remote airports, and builds on the transportation directions addressed in Chapters 3 and 4 of this paper which will also help improve indirect connections and travel for residents of remote communities in Northern Ontario.

As you read Chapter 5, please consider the following questions:

Does this chapter describe the most important issues and needs for remote communities?

What would you change or add?

WINTER ROADS

The winter road network serves the majority of remote First Nations communities and is vital to moving heavy, large and bulk cargo into communities, as well as to connecting communities. Owing to ongoing climate change, the season is getting shorter, less reliable, and more vulnerable to intermittent closures.

Mobility on the roads is challenged by poor or limited signage, minimal cell phone coverage and limited real-time information on road quality, as there is currently no central source of information on the winter road network. Winter road travel can be dangerous for all drivers under these circumstances.

Organizational and funding structures of governments can sometimes complicate winter road transportation planning. There is a need for improved criteria and timing of funding for winter roads, as delays in receiving funds can mean communities may not have sufficient time to plan and build.

While all-season road access is being considered at varying levels in Far North communities, the majority of Far North First Nations will continue relying on winter roads for either primary or supplemental ground access over the next 25 years. Given this, NOMTS will prioritize improving the operational condition of winter roads based on technical analysis and First Nations’ input in the short-term, and on extending the winter road season as long as possible through improved construction methods. NOMTS will simultaneously support MNDM, Indigenous and Northern
Affairs Canada (INAC) and remote First Nations in pursuing all-season roads where appropriate and desired.

Where community consensus is developed; all-season roads could be built to connect communities to the highway network. Under the Far North Act, 2010, most development in the Far North of Ontario, including all-weather transportation infrastructure, is prohibited from proceeding in advance of a jointly approved community based land use plan for the area, unless an order is made to except or exempt an individual project.

Where a community based land use plan is in effect, development must be consistent with the direction contained in the approved plan. Authorizations under other provincial legislation, such as the Public Lands Act, and the Endangered Species Act, 2007, may also be required.

Of the 32 remote First Nations in Ontario, 15% are currently undertaking tangible activities to construct all-season roads. For instance, INAC is working with North Caribou Lake and Shoal Lake #40 First Nations to construct all-season roads. Four of the five Matawa remote communities are receiving support from INAC and MNDR to realign their winter roads to higher ground with future all-season road development potential, which are aligned to connect to the planned Noront ROF road. One other Matawa member community is currently studying an all-season road route. Additionally, design work for the bridge required to provide Pikangikum First Nation with enhanced road access has received funding.

Other activities, such as bridge design studies and road routing studies are being pursued by Muskrat Dam, Kasabonika Lake, and Wunnumin Lake First Nations, all with the intent to support and/or advance eventual all-season road development. Should Muskrat Dam and Pikangikum First Nations seek support to construct all-season roads upon completion of the studies currently underway, the proportion of remote First Nation communities pursuing all-season road development would increase to 21%.

Mushkegowuk Tribal Council is also undertaking a Feasibility Study to construct an All-Season Road (ASR) to connect the Communities of Attawapiskat, Kashechewan, Fort Albany, Moose Factory and Moosonee to each other and to the Ontario Highway Network.

Until communities located in the Far North are connected to Ontario’s electricity transmission grid or develop other renewable energy generation alternatives, diesel fuel will remain critical to their livelihood. During the 2014–15 season over 14 million litres of diesel fuel were trucked to remote communities by winter road, as well as approximately 6 million litres of gasoline (see Figure 17 for further information on truck trips by commodity on winter roads). Even once communities reduce their reliance on diesel fuel, seasonal winter road ground access will remain important for the transport of building materials, school supplies, and food.
**Current State of Winter Roads**

Due to fluctuating winter temperatures and more frequent storms, the winter road season is shorter, less reliable, more vulnerable to intermittent closures, and more difficult to manage from a construction and maintenance perspective now than decades ago. The landscape that winter roads are constructed on is changing. Figure 18 is one example of mapping work that was prepared as part of NOMTS development to display winter roads in a detailed manner. Specifically, these maps show the alignment of winter road corridors, some kilometric length markers for long stretches, and numerous water crossings. This is the most detailed mapping of winter roads undertaken by MTO to date. As part of this exercise, 10 distinct winter road corridors were mapped, with a hydrology layer applied in order to better show difficult or long water crossings.

Analysis of Environment Canada data since the 1950s, described in the NOMTS Climate Change working paper, estimates that the season has shortened by about 12 days on average, and it is conservatively estimated that it will shorten another eight days over the next 40 years. At the same time, there is a wide variation of weather conditions from year to year, making effective planning of winter road operations a challenge.

“...The cost of feeding a family in northern Canada is twice as much as similar expenditures in the south. The average cost of the Revised Northern Food Basket (RNFB) for a family of four for one month in three northern and remote on-reserve communities (Fort Albany, Attawapiskat, and Moose Factory) is $1,793.40.”

*Food Secure Canada, September 2016*
Figure 18: Mapping Example of Far North Winter Road Corridor
The result is that communities and shippers are relying more on air transportation to move goods, which is costlier than ground shipping. This added expense has an impact on food prices in Northern Ontario as evidenced in a report by Food Secure Canada, which documents the high price of food in Northern Ontario communities. For instance, on-reserve households in Fort Albany must spend at least 50% of their median monthly income to secure a basic nutritious diet.\(^7\)

To help gain a better understanding of winter road traffic, and enhance knowledge on the winter roads for communities, shippers and governments, MNDM installed vehicle counters at four corridors during the 2015-16 season (see Figure 19 for weekly vehicle counts on four corridors). The counters recorded vehicles of all classes in both directions. To note, the 2015-16 operating season started late and finished by early March 2016. For these four corridors, two-way traffic over the course of the operating season totalled almost 5,500 vehicles, with 700 to 2,200 vehicles per corridor.

\(^7\) Food Secure Canada, September 2016
Winter Road Safety and Enforcement

Safety and enforcement have emerged as top challenges for both winter roads and remote airports. Winter roads are subject to the Ontario Highway Traffic Act, and are subject to patrol or enforcement by the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) and the Nishnawbe-Aski Police Service (NAPS) - the largest Indigenous police service in Canada. Enforcement efforts can be challenging given the large geography and the extensive network of winter roads.

In terms of monitoring driver issues and compliance on winter roads, currently limited enforcement capacity means that there is a greater risk that drivers may be driving without updated licenses or insurance, or may be speeding.

Road construction and operational standards are beginning to be inspected by MNMD; however, there are no standards with consequences for non-compliance. For remote communities, the entrance of contraband substances via winter roads and remote airports continues to be a challenge.

Signage on winter roads is another gap. Existing signage can be sparse, ad-hoc, and difficult to read. Travelling on winter roads requires advance knowledge of the routes, given that distance, directional and hazard signs are not common. MNMD and INAC published winter road guidelines in 2010 with community guidance, which contains some guidance on signage. Signage is currently the responsibility of the communities or corporations building the winter roads; however, with limited funds that do not always cover the road costs, little may be left over for signage.

Other safety considerations for driving and navigating Ontario winter roads is limited information on road quality, opening or closing dates, driving information, limited places to stop and rest, and sparse cellular coverage. Taking an example from other northern jurisdictions, the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) has established online road information systems where winter road information is fully integrated with other highway information to provide drivers with up-to-date, current travel information. Users are also directed to a 1-800 number or Twitter to access real-time information on winter road conditions.

For the supply of heavy and bulk cargo, it is vital that communities have winter road access. Heavy trucks are now commonly required to drive overnight when daytime temperatures are above freezing so that the roads are more frozen and sustain less wear (though this requirement is not easily enforced). However, this also means they are driving without light, and may confront unfamiliar or realigned routes with minimal signage. The winter road drivers’ journeys are increasingly onerous. Some supply chain companies noted challenges in finding drivers for the winter road network.
REMOTE AIRPORTS

Ontario’s 29 remote airports provide vital access to remote communities in the Far North, and are equipped to transport people and goods. Though these airports are adequate for current aircraft, some may lack appropriately sized runways or other infrastructure for emerging and future aircraft. Additionally, warehousing infrastructure at remote airports and near the winter roads network could assist with goods storage and goods affordability in the future.

Remote Air Movements

Remote airports are critical to the movement of people for personal or business matters, education, employment, health care, medevac/air ambulance, social services, policing, justice services, forest firefighting, and for the movement of essential goods to communities, including food and fuel. MTO’s Remote Northern Transportation Office (RNTO) estimates that its 29 airports handle approximately 140,000 movements or 70,000 flights annually across the entire remote network.

Currently at least nine airlines provide scheduled passenger service to the Far North, and a number of chartered or non-scheduled commercial flights also take place between the Far and Near North. Additionally, approximately 2,500 medical flights are made by Ornge annually to the Far North, many of which occur during evenings and weekends, outside of the airport’s regular hours of operation (see Figure 20 for heat map of frequent Ornge flight paths to the Far North).

Extending the service hours, or establishing an appropriate on-call system, would help serve these flights, and would allow operators to achieve increased efficiencies.

Airport Infrastructure

Remote airport runways generally range from 3,500 feet to 5,200 feet in length. Most are gravel, except two that are paved: Pickle Lake and Armstrong.

The compact gravel runways of remote airports limit aircraft used to smaller single and twin-engine turboprop aircraft. Most of these aircraft carry relatively small loads, up to 14,000 lbs for freight aircraft, which further increases the cost per shipment and contributes to the high cost of living in the Far North.

Air carriers are expected to begin using new, more modern fuel-efficient aircraft in the next decade as current aircraft suited to gravel runways will no longer be manufactured. New aircraft may require greater runway lengths and higher surface compaction/bearing strength, meaning gravel runway lengths will likely not be adequate in the long term. Using gravel binding agents to treat runways may provide a lower cost option to paving which is logistically challenging and not cost effective at this time. Before lengthening runways to accommodate carrier needs, MTO will need to conduct a thorough analysis and investigation to support such investments.
Figure 20: Fixed-Wing Air Ambulance Patient Transfers (2014 Ornge)
Of the 29 remote MTO airports, nine are equipped with Automated Weather Observation Systems (AWOSs). While these systems have improved air navigation in the region, communities and air carriers note that additional systems at strategically placed airports could help further improve aviation weather information. Enhanced, real-time information can allow for better decision-making by flight crews, provide information on alternate landing locations, and improve overall safety and reliability.

Recognizing that it is challenging even to keep pace with basic housing needs for the growing populations in the remote communities, there is also a lack of indoor facilities for pilots, passengers and crew members at remote airports, a need that was often expressed in outreach and information-sharing on the topic of remote airports. This also includes concerns over lack of space and support for enhanced security screening of baggage moving into remote communities in order to better detect contraband substances.

Remote Airports and Emergency Medical Transport

The remote airports are essential for emergency or medical evacuation, forest firefighting, and policing. Even if all-weather roads are extended to some of the communities in the future, there will still be a need for improved and well-functioning air services because of lengthy road travel times.

Currently, none of the remote airports provide de-icing equipment or services. This means that carriers, such as Ornge, must carry glycol on its flight equipment and de-ice aircraft themselves while working to transport ill or injured people. While lack of de-icing is a concern for all air carriers operating in the Far North, the issue is most concerning for those carriers needing to carry out emergency services. Some carriers store a small supply of de-icing liquid at some airport terminal buildings.

Additionally, if emergency flights are required on evenings or weekends, the airport foreperson or assistant makes themselves available to conduct runway inspections and prepare runways for landings, carrying out snow removal as required. The airports are not staffed after hours on evenings and weekends. Airport staff will provide after-hours services when they are available, but there is no guarantee of service. They are paid over time for hours worked when conducting runway inspections and snow removal work after hours.
While runway lengths are sufficient for the types of planes currently serving the remote airports, longer runways would allow for larger evacuation planes in emergency situations. Some community populations in the Far North already exceed 1,000 residents, and communities in the Far North are expected to see the greatest growth rates relative to other Northern Ontario areas over the next 25 years.

MTO is working more closely with communities to plan for emergencies and evacuations. As part of the Canadian aviation regulations, MTO has implemented a team to support safety, regulatory compliance, emergency management and training at the 29 remote airports. The training involves annual “tabletop” exercises, as well as live exercises every four years to ensure that the airport staff and community representatives are prepared for emergencies. The airports are each developing tailored Emergency Management Plans for their communities.

Winter Road and Airport Funding and Responsibilities

Remote transportation infrastructure funding, maintenance, and oversight are complex and include many parties and multiple funders, from First Nations to various provincial ministries and federal departments.

MTO fully funds, owns and operates the 29 remote airports, which may or may not be on First Nation reserve land. Some airports have accessed federal capital funding through the federal Airport Capital Assistance Program (ACAP). The airports are regulated by Transport Canada. While MTO had at one point developed airport agreements with the 29 remote First Nation communities, most of these have since expired and there is a need for modern, consistent collaborative agreements between First Nations and the Province.

Winter roads funding is shared equally between MNDM and INAC, and is transferred to First Nations, who then use the funds to pay local road builders.

The current funding criteria and timing of the transfer of funds for winter roads can create challenges for communities. Winter roads funding amounts are based on the kilometric length of the road, and do not account for local challenges, such as difficult water crossings. While INAC and MNDM may provide ad-hoc funding for such circumstances to communities, the current funding criteria do not account for this. MNDM provides operational support but

---

8 Non-physical reviews of emergency plans may include verbal walk-throughs with diagrams and visual aids.
does not have a capital budget for winter roads. When capital resources are required, First Nations are directed to make applications to NOHFC, along with other potential funders such as FedNor.

Further challenging this can be the timing of funds transfer for some communities. To receive funding, communities must submit budgets during the summer before the winter road operating season. Communities currently receive 75% of their allotted funding from MNDM between late October and December, and 100% of their allotted funding from INAC in December, depending on various factors affecting the completion of transfer payment agreements between communities and funders. The remaining 25% is transferred on March 31. If communities need to engage in winter road maintenance activities over the summer, they must save funds from the previous winter to do so. Where the summer maintenance activities are costly, First Nations may apply to INAC and other funders such as NOHFC and FedNor for additional resources to conduct the work.

Some communities delay shipments of goods until close to the end of the winter road season so that they are in a better financial position to pay shippers. This risks not receiving shipments if the operating season is unexpectedly shortened.

Remote First Nations have expressed a desire for enhanced dialogue with governments regarding the operations and strategic planning for winter roads and remote airports. MTO, MNDM and INAC will need to discuss and approach these issues in a coordinated way with affected First Nations.
By the 2050s, it is estimated that average summer air temperatures could increase by up to 3.6°C in the Far North, and by up to 5.7°C in the Near North. In comparison, average winter air temperatures could grow by up to 7.9°C for the Far North and up to 5.2°C in the Near North. The greater increase in winter temperatures in the Far North is also attributed in part to the melting of Arctic sea ice and resulting increase in heat absorption in the Arctic Ocean, Hudson Bay and James Bay.

Projections indicate that precipitation rates across Northern Ontario will change. Warm season precipitation will trend towards lower accumulations, while cold-season precipitation may decrease in the Far North and increase marginally in the Near North. Precipitation, in general, is expected to fall in less frequent, more intense storm events.

Ontario is responding to climate change as a priority, through the Climate Change Strategy, Climate Change Action Plan and the upcoming release of a provincial Climate Change Adaptation Strategy in 2017.

Climate change mitigation refers to actions that reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and thereby reduce the future extent of climate change. Adaptation refers to actions to deal with the effect (symptoms) of climate change. NOMTS will require consideration of both mitigation and adaptation.

Utilizing tools such as climate change models and use of risk and vulnerability assessments throughout the region can assist in prioritizing potential actions as NOMTS is developed and implemented.

---


11 MNRF, 2007
As you read Chapter 6, please consider the following questions:

Does this chapter describe the most important issues and needs for climate change and ecosystem health?

What would you change or add?

ECOSYSTEM AND NATURAL HERITAGE

The impact to species at risk and their habitat needs to be considered as part of the evaluation of any road realignments, expansions of existing roads, development of new roads and/or the expansion and upgrade of any airport facilities and infrastructure.

With respect to building alternate routes and or increasing connectivity to Northern Ontario communities and First Nations, consideration should be given to caribou, and other migratory animals, as linear features have a significant impact on the persistence of caribou. These impacts should be included when considering development of roads within caribou range.

Additionally, if and when increased access to certain parts of Northern Ontario is contemplated, the potential increase of more targeted or incidental hunting or fishing as a result of increased access must be considered from both an environmental perspective and Indigenous traditional hunting, fishing and trapping perspective. As noted in Chapter 5, traditional Indigenous knowledge of the environment, and first-hand information on how climate change is affecting the region, are critical inputs to informing transportation planning.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND TRANSPORTATION ADAPTATION

The effects of climate change have begun to impact each of the major transportation modes that serve Northern Ontario (road, rail, air and marine). For example:

- Historical shipping data show that the length of the Great Lakes shipping season has increased over the past 60 years. For example, the Port of Thunder Bay, which typically closed in mid-December and re-opened in early- or mid-April during the 1950s, typically closes in mid-January and re-opens in late-March in recent years, an increase of well over a month in the average shipping season.  
  
12 Port of Thunder Bay, Cargo Statistics, 2016
• Road washouts from flooding after more intense rainfall events and changing spring thaw dynamics are affecting the highway network.\textsuperscript{13}

• As noted in Chapter 5, winter roads have traditionally formed an integral link to remote communities and their reliability has been impacted by the effects of climate change.

• Subsidence (i.e. gradual caving in or sinking) of road, rail and airport runway infrastructure due to different freeze/thaw cycles or melting permafrost is linked to increased maintenance requirements.

Climate change is also resulting in changes within the ecosystems surrounding our transportation network. Wildlife migration routes and spawning/mating seasons may change with the climate, requiring attention when planning, operating and maintaining transportation infrastructure.

Adaptation to climate change can reduce vulnerability, increase resilience and/or reduce the disruption or damage to the transportation system and surrounding ecosystems. Adaptation can also result in opportunities to develop and support new modes of transportation within the region.

There are a growing number of Provincial policies and programs requiring the consideration of climate impacts, particularly as they pertain to infrastructure investments, to be more resilient. For example, Principle 11 of the Infrastructure for Jobs and Prosperity Act, 2015 states that infrastructure should be designed to be resilient to the effects of climate change.

Transportation adaptation strategies may include:

• Defining route planning requirements to avoid sensitive ecosystems and high-risk situations, such as flood-prone areas and steep embankments and/or cuts.

• Publication of an online tool that shows probability of intensity, duration and frequency of rainfall.

• Planned updates to 2008 design standards for highway drainage infrastructure, to account for potential climate change impacts.

• Weather research and monitoring to assess potential impacts to the provincial highway system, e.g.:
  - Winter severity index to track the severity of winter conditions;
  - Snowfall intensity tracking to inform effective winter snow and ice control; and

\textsuperscript{13} MTO, Farghaly et al, The Resilience of Ontario Highway Drainage to Climate Change, 2015
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- Frost/thaw depth and timing research to help assess effective timing of seasonal load restrictions.

- Design adjustments for remote northern airport facilities.

- Rolling out emergency electricity back-up at remote northern airports, traffic operations centres, and the Manitoulin Island Swing Bridge.

- IT disaster recovery/emergency operations facilities and procedures to support coordination of first responders, other transportation agencies, and emergency response centres across the province.

- Ongoing proactive maintenance to address high-risk areas for subsidence due to melting permafrost and erosion of embankments.

Additional transportation adaptation strategies may potentially include:

- New design, materials, maintenance and rehabilitation standards for roads and related infrastructure such as lighting and signs.

- Increased monitoring of high-risk infrastructure (e.g. automated spray technology to reduce bridge icing) and winter roads (e.g., ground-penetrating radar to measure ice thickness) to improve corrective maintenance and enhance safety.

- Shifting transportation modes as opportunities are presented, such as broader utilization of shipping as the ice-free shipping season expands.

- Monitoring the interaction of wildlife and transportation infrastructure as migration routes change and implementing measures to support biodiversity.

The impacts of climate change, on the built and natural environment, are still emerging and being researched. Climate change and its impacts to the transportation system and the surrounding ecosystems need to form a primary consideration in developing the long-term NOMTS, while incorporating the flexibility to be responsive to emerging knowledge.
REDUCING CARBON EMISSIONS FROM NORTHERN TRANSPORTATION

Ontario’s transportation sector contributes 35% of the province’s total greenhouse gases (GHGs), more than the share contributed from industry, buildings, and other sectors.\(^\text{14}\) Within that 35% of emissions for the entire transportation sector, 70% come from road transportation and the remainder from air, marine and off-road vehicles. Ontario’s Climate Change Action Plan focuses on road transportation and includes actions to reduce emissions from the existing vehicle fleet through fuel standards, to promote low-carbon vehicles (e.g., electric, plug-in and hydrogen vehicles) now and in the future, to support cycling and transit, and to address goods movement by truck and rail.

NOMTS will recognize the challenge geography poses in mitigating GHG emission from transportation within Northern Ontario. However, there are opportunities to reduce transportation impacts. For example, vegetative strategies (planting certain habitat) can build carbon storage and result in co-benefits for wildlife conservation and biodiversity. Under the Far North Land Use Planning Initiative, Ontario is working with local First Nations to prepare community based land use plans; the Far North Land Use Strategy will provide guidance that will help joint First Nation-Ontario planning teams consider potential climate change impacts when designing land use area designations.

Passenger Transportation

Reducing emissions from individual travel may focus on multi-occupancy approaches (e.g. support for improved intercommunity bus/vehicle and/or smartphone-based shared transportation systems, potential future selected increases in passenger rail service), but can also include new fuel technology as well as reducing single-person trips. MTO has identified over 30 planned locations in Northern Ontario that will become part of the electric vehicle charging station network across the province. Emissions can also be reduced by supporting more efficient land-use planning where goods and services are closer together to reduce vehicle-kilometres travelled. Ontario has committed to providing funding to municipalities and large employers to plan for transportation demand management, and develop more options for transportation that reduce fossil fuel consumption and GHG emissions per passenger-kilometre for travel to work, school and recreational activities.

\(^{14}\) Ontario Climate Change Action Plan 2016
Goods and Commercial Movements

As economic development continues within Northern Ontario, the volumes of goods and commercial movements are expected to grow. As noted in Chapter 4, summed across rail, marine and truck transport modes, approximately 115 million tonnes of freight moved to, from, within and through Northern Ontario in 2012. Air is also an important cargo transportation mode, especially for remote communities. It will take a multi-faceted approach across all available modes to reduce the transportation footprint related to goods and commercial services.

Opportunities for innovative approaches and implementation of new technology may become available, such as the use of airships or hovercraft to facilitate all-season transportation in the absence of established ground transportation routes.

Trucking

Advances in the trucking sector continue to improve its environmental efficiency, through actions such as logistical planning, improved truck aerodynamics and fuel shifts in different classes and sectors. Through the Climate Change Action Plan, the Province plans to work with partners to establish a network of natural gas and low-emission fuelling stations for trucks. NOMTS can assist in identifying areas where such stations may be appropriate in Northern Ontario, particular in areas of heavy commercial truck traffic.

Marine and Rail

Recent research confirms that Great Lakes ships and rail have the lowest carbon footprints and are the most energy efficient among modes transporting goods. On average, ships emit 11.9 grams CO₂ equivalent per tonne-kilometre, with rail at 14.2 grams and 75.5 grams by transport truck.¹⁵ Reflected this, fuel efficiency figures from the same source are:

- Marine: 243 tonne-kilometres per litre of fuel;
- Class I rail freight: 213 tonne-kilometres per litre of fuel; and
- Heavy trucks: 35 tonne-kilometres per litre of fuel.

¹⁵ Research and Traffic Group (2013). Environmental and social impacts of marine transport in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway region. Note that these figures are indicative only, and that operating conditions, vehicles or vessels used, and loading can have a significant impact on actual emissions produced and energy used.
Per tonne-km carried, these findings indicate that rail and marine produce five-to-six times less carbon and use six-to-seven times less fuel than is the case for goods movements by truck.

Depending on the type of cargo, different transportation modes need to be used to accomplish the highest efficiency and lowest carbon emissions. For example, the marine mode is not ideal for shipping light or small-scale cargo, nor goods that are perishable or must be delivered within a short timeframe. It is best utilized for heavy and bulk cargo, as well as non-perishable containerized freight. Also, marine and rail often require truck transport to move goods from the rail terminal or port to their final destination.

**Remote Communities**

Some remote airports in the Far North, including the airports at Nibinamik, Peawanuck and Poplar Hill, are increasingly utilizing renewable energy generation (e.g. wind and solar power) for airport operations. Transition to LED lighting technology has also been implemented to improve energy efficiency and reduce operational costs. These actions represent successes in Far North GHG mitigation.

Stakeholders and community members have raised concerns that renewable energy systems are costly to service because technicians and parts need to be flown in.

One of the biggest challenges for remote communities is high transportation costs and limited availability of access to goods and the provision of services. With the exception of James Bay communities, most remote First Nations communities rely on community diesel power generating stations. This results in significant GHG emissions from the transport and use of diesel fuel. However, plans are underway, to connect most remote communities to the electricity grid in the coming decade.

Ontario announced in July 2016 that Wataynikaneyap Power was selected to connect 16 remote First Nation communities to the electricity grid. Wataynikaneyap Power is a consortium of 22 First Nations communities and a transmission partner (Fortis Ontario and RES Canada). Alternatives to diesel generation (e.g. renewable energy sources such as wood pellets, wind and solar) are being explored for the remaining communities where grid connection is not economical, including Fort Severn and Peawanuck on Hudson Bay. NOMTS will consider and, where appropriate, build on these initiatives.
It is evident that there is a wide range of transportation issues in Northern Ontario, as well as a wide range of potential directions that NOMTS could take to improve the transportation system today and for the future.

This chapter identifies strategic directions that have emerged from the technical analysis and outreach, and are being considered for inclusion in the Strategy. These directions are broad, guiding statements, and within each direction, the Strategy will identify and recommend specific priority actions to help proceed in that direction.

Some of the directions are clearly defined, while others require discussion and refinement. These emerging directions are to help obtain input to NOMTS and should not be interpreted as final directions that will appear in the Strategy.

Specifically, MTO and MNDM are seeking answers to these questions to help us finalize the directions that will appear in the Strategy:

- Are these the appropriate emerging directions to refine and include in NOMTS?
- Taken together, would these directions result in the future transportation system that you think Northern Ontario requires?
- Would you modify any of the directions, and if so, how?
- Are there any other directions that are missing?
- What are some specific priority actions to consider, to progress effectively in these directions?

Based on your feedback, and any additional analysis, MTO and MNMD will prepare a draft Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy, for public input in 2017.
This chapter contains emerging strategic directions currently under consideration in Strategy development, under the headings of:

- Supporting Northerners in Daily Living
- Unique Needs of Remote Communities
- Supporting Industry and Tourism
- Climate Change and Ecosystem Health

**SUPPORTING NORTHERNERS IN DAILY LIVING**

**Broadband Coverage**
- Pursue expansion of broadband infrastructure in Northern Ontario to improve connectivity, improve safety, and take advantage of technology and e-services that are enabled by broadband. Enabled technology can help reduce reliance on vehicles, provide more options, support economic activity and entrepreneurs, and reduce environmental impact

**Intercommunity Bus**
- Improve long distance, regional and local intercommunity bus services. This includes exploring options for more frequent and convenient long-distance bus service, opportunities for the creation of hubs and improved connections on core routes between urban centres, and ways to enhance more flexible regional bus services linking smaller towns to core routes

**Highway Network**
- Prioritize safety, redundancy, and resilience, to support personal vehicle travel and other road-based trips (e.g. bus). Improve highway reliability and resilience, taking steps to:
  - Reduce road closure risks
  - Address redundancy gaps (specifically four locations that do not have alternate routes in Northern Ontario)
  - Improve or clarify detour route options for the Northern Ontario highway network
  - Improve real-time information on highway operations so that travelers can make more effective route planning choices during incidents
  - Reduce the time needed to restore highway operations after incidents
  - Invest strategically in the existing highway network to improve traveller safety (e.g. increasing visibility, passing lanes, etc.)

- explore prioritizing routes that exhibit community demand but are currently unserved or underserviced
- support technology and/or vehicle options for service efficiency (ride sharing, small bus)
- develop local partnerships for delivery
- over the long-term, take steps to continue enhancing passenger experience and safety
o Strategically increase roadway capacity where demand, safety objectives and standards warrant; actions could include increased passing lanes, four-laning and bypasses of urban areas to more effectively and safely serve strategic linkages

o Improve the provision of rest areas, including upgrading or building new full-service rest areas – candidate locations to support tourism include Highway 17 between Sault Ste. Marie and Wawa, Hwy 17 between the Ontario–Manitoba border and Kenora, and near Highway 631. Trucking would be well served by a rest area on Highway 11 between Nipigon and Hearst

o Increasing the availability of secondary rest areas in the winter season and improve their suitability for both truck and passenger vehicle use

o Providing secondary rest areas on corridors that are lacking in rest area provision

o Reduce vehicle wildlife collisions and reduce impacts on wildlife

Roads outside the Highway Network

- Recognize the network of roads that go beyond MTO authority and coordinate and clarify responsibility, particularly for roads connecting to First Nations. This includes forest access roads (MNRF), NORT Roads (MNDM), winter roads (MNDM/INAC), municipal roads, LRB roads, and public roads maintained by First Nations.

- For roads connecting to First Nation communities, improve level of road quality and maintenance standards, working with Indigenous businesses

- Include non-highway roads in Ontario 511, as possible

Transit, Active Transportation

- Recognize the long-term trend of people moving to urban centres, and support viability of urban transportation/transit within cities and towns with land use planning policies that encourage a more compact urban form, to reduce travel distances

Viable Municipal Airports

- Support municipal airports in their ability to provide important public services

Rail Where Feasible

- Protect for future passenger rail where infrastructure exists, particularly where factors such as poor bus and/or road access exists, contributing to its potential need
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UNIQUE NEEDS OF REMOTE COMMUNITIES

Improve access for remote communities, including their access to essential services, in order to improve all aspects of quality of life

Winter Roads

- Improve the quality of existing Far North winter road infrastructure to provide more reliable access, increase user safety, and extend the winter road operating season
  - Increase oversight of winter road construction and maintenance
  - Invest in strategic permanent improvements that will reduce annual construction time and improve quality; actions could include realignments of winter roads to avoid additional water crossings, spot infrastructure improvements such as bridges, or enhancements of existing infrastructure such as widening or lengthening bridges
  - Enable improved construction and maintenance practices (e.g. improved guidelines, assist communities in procuring ground penetrating radar for ease of monitoring thick ice)

Improve the Ability of Communities to Construct a Quality Winter Road Network

- Update certain aspects of the winter road funding program or consider alternate supplemental funding programs to better enable clients to build and maintain an effective winter road network
- Work with communities and winter road builders to develop and deliver comprehensive and effective training and updates to winter road workers
- Provide a single integrated source for real-time information on winter road operations (e.g. integration with Ontario 511 system)
- Provide secondary rest areas along winter road network

Expanded All-Season Road Network

- Pursue all-season roads where appropriate, in partnership with interested Indigenous communities where consensus is gained
- Where community consensus is gained and government capacity is aligned, ensure all-season roads planning is coordinated with the provision of other linear infrastructure and Far North land use planning principles
Remote Airports

- Upgrade remote airport operations and infrastructure over time to support their essential function (e.g. longer runways, terminal buildings, warehousing)
- Recognize the central and multi-purpose role of remote airports to communities, and provide partnership and training opportunities
- Provide staffing in line with airport operating needs (e.g. additional assistant foremen to allow expansion of operating hours)

Mitigate Dependence on Road and Air Transport

- Mitigate cost and environmental impacts of reliance on winter roads and air access, through broadband investment, renewable energy, and innovative service delivery and partnerships

SUPPORTING INDUSTRY AND TOURISM

Highway investments

- Prioritize highway improvements that address safety and efficiency for goods movement, including rest areas, spot improvements
- Support a preferred route for Oversize/Overweight commercial vehicles
- Improve connections to rail terminals/hubs, ports, and border crossings
- Include paved shoulders or cycling lanes, and/or improvements for motorcycle usage during highway improvements, where appropriate, and connect to a broader cycling network

Rail, Marine, and Multimodal Support

- Support rail, marine, and intermodal readiness through land use planning and capital improvements programs, to be responsive to economic opportunities and enable the most environmentally appropriate mode
- Protect transportation access routes to ports, as well as lands around ports, against incompatible uses
- Encourage optimal shipping routes and multimodal partnerships for freight movement, to help meet Ontario’s climate change action goals
- Identify potential rail-truck hub locations
- Support marine tourism and develop transportation tourism infrastructure
CHAPTER 7: EMERGING STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS TO CONSIDER

Ring of Fire Infrastructure Investments

- Work towards Ring of Fire infrastructure investments that meet multiple Northern Ontario needs including those of First Nation communities and industry, and are coordinated with other remote community priorities
- Identify high-potential ports to support development and related road/rail connections to support the Ring of Fire

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ECOSYSTEM HEALTH

Climate Change Mitigation

- Reduce GHG emissions from transportation in Northern Ontario
  - For example, reduce reliance on diesel, shift to use of electric and low carbon fuels, increase multi-passenger travel options (bus, rail), utilize marine and rail for goods movement where appropriate, develop more compact communities where transit and walking are viable options, explore new technologies for transportation

- Implement Ontario’s Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan
- Reduce energy consumption at remote airports through transition to LED technologies, access to the power grid and use of renewables

Climate Change Adaptation

- Implement adaptation measures to maintain transportation security. Incorporate adaptation measures in all projects, use climate assessment processes; prioritize areas where need is projected to be more urgent (e.g. melting permafrost rendering infrastructure impassable)
- Increase monitoring, knowledge and forecasting to develop appropriate adaptation

Natural Environment

- Reduce the impact of transportation on the natural environment
- Protect Northern Ontario wildlife and natural systems as transportation improvements and infrastructure are built
The ministries of Transportation and Northern Development and Mines welcome your input and feedback on the Discussion Paper *Towards a Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy*.

Please provide your input by December 16, 2016. Comments can be provided through the Environmental Bill of Rights Registry or shared through the project website: [http://nomts.ca/contact-us/](http://nomts.ca/contact-us/).

A series of public information sessions is taking place throughout Northern Ontario in October and November 2016. For dates and locations, please visit the project website at [www.nomts.ca](http://www.nomts.ca). The ministries are also carrying out engagement with Indigenous peoples and communities during this time.

The draft Strategy will be developed based on the input to this Discussion Paper and is anticipated to be released for comment and input in early spring 2017.